We detail the basic theory for models of discrete choice. This encompasses methods of estimation and analysis of models with discrete dependent variables. Entry level theory is presented for the practitioner. We then describe a few of the recent, frontier developments in theory and practice.
Introduction
This chapter will survey models for outcomes that arise through measurement of discrete consumer choices, such as whether to vote for a particular candidate, whether to purchase a car, how to get to work, whether to purchase insurance, where to shop, or whether to rent or buy a home or a car. Traditional economic theory for consumer choice -focused on utility maximization over bundles of continuous commodities -is relatively quiet on the subject of discrete choice among a set of specific alternatives. Econometric theory and applications, in contrast, contain a vast array of analyzes of discrete outcomes; discrete choice modeling has been one of the most fruitful areas of study in econometrics for several decades.
There is a useful commonality in much of this. One can build an overview of models for discrete outcomes on a platform of individual maximizing behavior. Given that the literature is as vast as it is, and we have but a small number of pages within which to package it, this seems like a useful approach. In what follows, we will survey some of the techniques used to analyze individual random utility maximizing behavior.
